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The world championship of medieval combat near Kyiv (29)
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Spectators react as fighters in heavy knight armor battle  during the four-day world championship of Medieval combat fest (IMCF) in medieval fortress near Kiev on May 18, 2019. - French, British, German, Chinese, Australian and about thirty other teams from all over the world came to Ukraine to demonstrate their skills in full-contact battles with real medieval weapons made on the historical pattern in their hands. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Spectators react as fighters in heavy knight armor battle  during the four-day world championship of Medieval combat fest (IMCF) in medieval fortress near Kiev on May 18, 2019. - French, British, German, Chinese, Australian and about thirty other teams from all over the world came to Ukraine to demonstrate their skills in full-contact battles with real medieval weapons made on the historical pattern in their hands. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Spectators react as fighters in heavy knight armor battle  during the four-day world championship of Medieval combat fest (IMCF) in medieval fortress near Kiev on May 18, 2019. - French, British, German, Chinese, Australian and about thirty other teams from all over the world came to Ukraine to demonstrate their skills in full-contact battles with real medieval weapons made on the historical pattern in their hands. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Spectators react as fighters in heavy knight armor battle  during the four-day world championship of Medieval combat fest (IMCF) in medieval fortress near Kiev on May 18, 2019. - French, British, German, Chinese, Australian and about thirty other teams from all over the world came to Ukraine to demonstrate their skills in full-contact battles with real medieval weapons made on the historical pattern in their hands. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Spectators react as fighters in heavy knight armor battle  during the four-day world championship of Medieval combat fest (IMCF) in medieval fortress near Kiev on May 18, 2019. - French, British, German, Chinese, Australian and about thirty other teams from all over the world came to Ukraine to demonstrate their skills in full-contact battles with real medieval weapons made on the historical pattern in their hands. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Fighters in heavy knight armor battle  during the four-day world championship of Medieval combat fest (IMCF) in medieval fortress near Kiev on May 18, 2019. - French, British, German, Chinese, Australian and about thirty other teams from all over the world came to Ukraine to demonstrate their skills in full-contact battles with real medieval weapons made on the historical pattern in their hands. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Fighters in heavy knight armor battle  during the four-day world championship of Medieval combat fest (IMCF) in medieval fortress near Kiev on May 18, 2019. - French, British, German, Chinese, Australian and about thirty other teams from all over the world came to Ukraine to demonstrate their skills in full-contact battles with real medieval weapons made on the historical pattern in their hands. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Fighters in heavy knight armor battle  during the four-day world championship of Medieval combat fest (IMCF) in medieval fortress near Kiev on May 18, 2019. - French, British, German, Chinese, Australian and about thirty other teams from all over the world came to Ukraine to demonstrate their skills in full-contact battles with real medieval weapons made on the historical pattern in their hands. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Fighters in heavy knight armor battle  during the four-day world championship of Medieval combat fest (IMCF) in medieval fortress near Kiev on May 18, 2019. - French, British, German, Chinese, Australian and about thirty other teams from all over the world came to Ukraine to demonstrate their skills in full-contact battles with real medieval weapons made on the historical pattern in their hands. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Fighters in heavy knight armor battle during the four-day world championship of Medieval combat fest (IMCF) in medieval fortress near Kiev on May 18, 2019. - French, British, German, Chinese, Australian and about thirty other teams from all over the world came to Ukraine to demonstrate their skills in full-contact battles with real medieval weapons made on the historical pattern in their hands. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Fighters in heavy knight armor battle during the four-day world championship of Medieval combat fest (IMCF) in medieval fortress near Kiev on May 18, 2019. - French, British, German, Chinese, Australian and about thirty other teams from all over the world came to Ukraine to demonstrate their skills in full-contact battles with real medieval weapons made on the historical pattern in their hands. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Spectators look at the fighters in heavy knight armor battling during the four-day world championship of Medieval combat fest (IMCF) in medieval fortress near Kiev on May 18, 2019. - French, British, German, Chinese, Australian and about thirty other teams from all over the world came to Ukraine to demonstrate their skills in full-contact battles with real medieval weapons made on the historical pattern in their hands. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Fighters in heavy knight armor wait before a battle during the four-day world championship of Medieval combat fest (IMCF) in medieval fortress near Kiev on May 18, 2019. - French, British, German, Chinese, Australian and about thirty other teams from all over the world came to Ukraine to demonstrate their skills in full-contact battles with real medieval weapons made on the historical pattern in their hands. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Fighters in heavy knight armor march before a battle during the four-day world championship of Medieval combat fest (IMCF) in medieval fortress near Kiev on May 18, 2019. - French, British, German, Chinese, Australian and about thirty other teams from all over the world came to Ukraine to demonstrate their skills in full-contact battles with real medieval weapons made on the historical pattern in their hands. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Fighters in heavy knight armor march before a battle during the four-day world championship of Medieval combat fest (IMCF) in medieval fortress near Kiev on May 18, 2019. - French, British, German, Chinese, Australian and about thirty other teams from all over the world came to Ukraine to demonstrate their skills in full-contact battles with real medieval weapons made on the historical pattern in their hands. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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A squire waves a hat to cool off a fighter in heavy knight armour during a break as he takes part in a battle during the four-day world championship of Medieval combat fest (IMCF) in medieval fortress near Kiev on May 18, 2019. - French, British, German, Chinese, Australian and about thirty other teams from all over the world came to Ukraine to demonstrate their skills in full-contact battles with real medieval weapons made on the historical pattern in their hands. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Referees run to help a fighters in heavy knight armor wounded in battle during the four-day world championship of Medieval combat fest (IMCF) in medieval fortress near Kiev on May 18, 2019. - French, British, German, Chinese, Australian and about thirty other teams from all over the world came to Ukraine to demonstrate their skills in full-contact battles with real medieval weapons made on the historical pattern in their hands. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Polish fighters celebrate their victory in a battle during the four-day world championship of Medieval combat fest (IMCF) in medieval fortress near Kiev on May 18, 2019. - French, British, German, Chinese, Australian and about thirty other teams from all over the world came to Ukraine to demonstrate their skills in full-contact battles with real medieval weapons made on the historical pattern in their hands. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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A French (C) and British fighters take part in a combat in heavy knight armor battle during the four-day world championship of Medieval combat fest (IMCF) in medieval fortress near Kiev on May 18, 2019. - French, British, German, Chinese, Australian and about thirty other teams from all over the world came to Ukraine to demonstrate their skills in full-contact battles with real medieval weapons made on the historical pattern in their hands. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Fighters in heavy knight armor battle  during the four-day world championship of Medieval combat fest (IMCF) in medieval fortress near Kiev on May 18, 2019. - French, British, German, Chinese, Australian and about thirty other teams from all over the world came to Ukraine to demonstrate their skills in full-contact battles with real medieval weapons made on the historical pattern in their hands. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Fighters in heavy knight armor battle  during the four-day world championship of Medieval combat fest (IMCF) in medieval fortress near Kiev on May 18, 2019. - French, British, German, Chinese, Australian and about thirty other teams from all over the world came to Ukraine to demonstrate their skills in full-contact battles with real medieval weapons made on the historical pattern in their hands. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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A participant has a dinner during a break in a battle in the four-day world championship of Medieval combat fest (IMCF) in medieval fortress near Kiev on May 18, 2019. - French, British, German, Chinese, Australian and about thirty other teams from all over the world came to Ukraine to demonstrate their skills in full-contact battles with real medieval weapons made on the historical pattern in their hands. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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A fighter wounded in the eye wears a bandage as he attends during the four-day world championship of Medieval combat fest (IMCF) in medieval fortress near Kiev on May 18, 2019. - French, British, German, Chinese, Australian and about thirty other teams from all over the world came to Ukraine to demonstrate their skills in full-contact battles with real medieval weapons made on the historical pattern in their hands. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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A French (R) and an Austrian fighters take part in a combat in heavy knight armor battle during the four-day world championship of Medieval combat fest (IMCF) in medieval fortress near Kiev on May 18, 2019. - French, British, German, Chinese, Australian and about thirty other teams from all over the world came to Ukraine to demonstrate their skills in full-contact battles with real medieval weapons made on the historical pattern in their hands. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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French (in blue) and British fighters take part in a combat in heavy knight armor battle during the four-day world championship of Medieval combat fest (IMCF) in medieval fortress near Kiev on May 18, 2019. - French, British, German, Chinese, Australian and about thirty other teams from all over the world came to Ukraine to demonstrate their skills in full-contact battles with real medieval weapons made on the historical pattern in their hands. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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(190520) -- KIEV, May 20, 2019 -- Competitors take part in a fight during the world championship of medieval combat near Kiev, Ukraine, May 19, 2019. The event, organized by the International Medieval Combat Federation, attracted more than 1,000 participants from all over the world. Chen Junfeng) UKRAINE-KIEV-MEDIEVAL COMBAT chenjunfeng PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxCHN
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(190520) -- KIEV, May 20, 2019 -- Competitors take part in a fight during the world championship of medieval combat near Kiev, Ukraine, May 19, 2019. The event, organized by the International Medieval Combat Federation, attracted more than 1,000 participants from all over the world. Chen Junfeng) UKRAINE-KIEV-MEDIEVAL COMBAT chenjunfeng PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxCHN
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(190520) -- KIEV, May 20, 2019 -- Competitors take part in a fight during the world championship of medieval combat near Kiev, Ukraine, May 19, 2019. The event, organized by the International Medieval Combat Federation, attracted more than 1,000 participants from all over the world. Chen Junfeng) UKRAINE-KIEV-MEDIEVAL COMBAT chenjunfeng PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxCHN
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(190520) -- KIEV, May 20, 2019 -- Competitors take part in a fight during the world championship of medieval combat near Kiev, Ukraine, May 19, 2019. The event, organized by the International Medieval Combat Federation, attracted more than 1,000 participants from all over the world. Chen Junfeng) UKRAINE-KIEV-MEDIEVAL COMBAT chenjunfeng PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxCHN
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